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Abstract 

         A new power quality index (PQI), which is proportional to the generation of distortion power from nonlinear harmonic 

loads, is presented to figure out harmonic pollution ranking in a distribution power system. The electric load composition 

rate (LCR) and the total harmonic distortions (THD) for the approximated voltages on each harmonic load are used to figure 

out the suggested PQI. The decreased multivariate polynomial (RMP) design with one-shot training property is used to 

recognize the PQI. The harmonic current injection design based time-domain simulations are performed to confirm the 

effectiveness of the suggested DPQI under the other circumstances with different nonlinear loads.  
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 Introduction 

 As the improved usage of energy electronic 

devices and nonlinear loads worsens the distortions in 

voltage and current waveforms, the power quality (PQ) 

in modern energy systems has become a major problem 

for both power providers and customers. Moreover, there 

has been an improving pattern towards electric 

deregulation and independent power producers (IPPs) 

based on alternative efforts such as fuel cell, photovoltaic 

or pv, wind, and gas-fuelled micro-turbines etc. In 

comparison, after deregulation with the DGs, it is 

predicted that the possession of electrical energy will be 

interchanged at several factors along the generation-

transmission-distribution systems. Then, the appropriate 

PQ alternatives will be necessary at each geographic 

place where possession is moved. Therefore, it is 

important to create the appropriate power quality index 

(PQI) as well as identification the resources and 

disruptions difficult the PQ. The suggested DPQInew 

provides the comparative harmonic pollution ranking 

(HPR) of each nonlinear load in the existence of altered 

voltage at PCC. 

Fig. 1. One-line diagram of a typical distribution power 

network with the DG 

 

The HPR can be essentially used as an important 

aspect that decides how much effect each load has on the 

PCC with the comparative position for distortions power 

generation. Moreover, the DPQI new only uses the load 
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voltages and the voltage at the PCC from instrument 

readings without determining apparent, fundamental 

active power and fundamental reactive power directly. 

New distortion power quality index 

 The nonlinear loads are provided from sinusoidal 

voltages in a substation, the injected currents flowing to 

each load have unwanted harmonic components. Such 

currents can be referred to known as harmonic sources 

producing distortions power in a power system. Then, the 

effect of each load appropriate to distortions power, 

which creates a comparative participation to the PCC, 

must be analyzed by the appropriate catalog or operate in 

an efficient way. As mention before, the DPQI offering 

the relative HPR of each load has been suggested by (1), 

where the following three aspects need to be regarded. 

The comparative quantity of the injected currents 

flowing from the PCC to each nonlinear load, the level of 

distortions in the current waveforms with high-frequency 

harmonic components, and the level of distortions in the 

voltage waveforms at the PCC with high-frequency 

harmonic components. The first aspect can be 

approximated by the LCR of each nonlinear load in 

accordance with the RMP design. The second and third 

aspects can be acquired by the THDs of the load currents 

(i1, i2, ….. in) and PCC voltages in Fig. 1, respectively. 

The DPQI, which is denoted as the for the rest of this 

venture to evaluate with the suggested DPQI, has been 

acquired by the inner item of the LCR and the THD of 

the load current as given, 

                DPQIold (n) =LCR (in  .    i  n)   ..(1)  

where n is the load number. And, in are the measured 

and approximated load currents, respectively. That is, the 

THD in (1) is measured with the approximated load 

currents instead of using the measured currents straight 

under the supposition that a genuine sinusoidal voltages 

is provided to the PCC. In other terms, the third aspect 

seems ignored in (1). The other is the examining phase to 

calculate the load current in (1) with the acquired 

accessibility loads when a genuine sinusoidal voltages is 

used. Even though the RMP design has the one-shot 

coaching property, which is the more powerful effective 

benefits over other Neural Networks (NNs), the 

execution though the above two actions given is difficult 

to some level. When there are phase variations between 

the load currents and the PCC voltages (therefore, they 

have different power factors based on applications). To 

get over the above drawback of the DPQIold, the 

DPQInew is suggested as given in (2). 

  DPQI new (n)= LCR (In )  

√    VPCC)2+THD(in)
2………. 2  

Generally, the DPQInew is consisting of two parts as 

given in (2). The first aspect, LCR is the same as that of 

the DPQIold in (1) The second aspect, 

√    VPCC)2+THD(in)
2 symbolizes the distortions of 

corresponding load as the way of Euclidean norm of 

THDs calculated from the measured voltages and current 

waveforms. That is, the Euclidean norm of THDs is 

developed as a type of vector scale with the two THDs 

when they are believed to have orthogonal 

characteristics. Moreover, the DPQInew can offer the 

comparative HPR for each nonlinear load with the highly 

effective sturdiness under any circumstances, where the 

DPQIold cannot accomplish its suitable efficiency, since it 

views the impact of the distorted voltages at the PCC 

itself. More specific details about how to utilize the 

DPQInew are given in the following segments with the 

theoretical research in accordance with the simulation 

verifications. 
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Analysis of distortion power to validate the proposed 

DPQI new 

Distortion power  

 To confirm the suggested DPQInew, the theoretical 

research for distortions power is needed in accordance 

with the statistical derivation. The apparent power (Sa), 

fundamental active power (P1), fundamental reactive 

power(Q1), and distortion power(D) for the each load are 

calculated as given in (3). Generally, the widely-used 

Budeanu’s idea of reactive power  QB  and distortion 

power, DB has been controversial with its unsuitability 

for non-sinusoidal waveforms. Most issues come from 

the QB, which includes the Q1 and harmonic reactive 

power, QBH. Usually, the value of QBH negative in 

many practical situations. This creates the QB to be more 

compact than the Q1, or even become zero in the most 

severe. In this situation, the loss of QB does not mean a 

decrease of the oscillations. That is, the DB is topic to 

mislead providing the impact that QB can be partly or 

completely terminated while actually the the oscillations 

of power will take place. In the same way to the QBH, 

the negative value of the harmonic active power (PH) 

indicates to what level the end-user is damaging the 

power system with the associated harmonics. Especially, 

for an ac motor, which is the associate nonlinear load, the 

PH is not a useful power. Consequently, IEEE 

conventional 1459 suggests splitting the P1 from the PH. 

Therefore, it is reasonably appropriate that the prominent 

elements, Q1 and P1 are used to signify the reactive and 

active powers, respectively, as suggested in this venture. 

Then, all harmonic powers are regarded in distortion 

terms. The remedies in (3) except for the D are 

described.  

 

              M-1                  M-1 

 Sa=√1/m∑  v(m)2.√ 1/m ∑    i(m)2 

                     m=0                             m=0           

P1=V1 I1.COS θ1-φ1) 

Q1=V1.I1.SIN θ1-φ1) 

 = √SA
2-P1

2-Q1
2                                (3) 

where M is the number of examples acquired during one 

interval T and, the subscript, 1 of voltage and current 

signifies the fundamental component. Again, the Sa can 

be rewritten as given in (4) by supposing that inter-

harmonics are minimal. 

                      N-1                    N-1 

SA=   √VDC
2+ ∑     VK

2. √IDC
2+  ∑      IK

2  … 4                   

                      K=1                  K-1 

Where, N is the maximum number of harmonics from 

acquired examples during one interval T. And, the 

subscript, k of voltage and current signifies the 

transaction of high-frequency harmonics. Believe that the 

dc elements of voltage and current are zero. Then, with 

the THD described as (5), the Sa and D in (4) and (3) can 

be estimated as (6) and (7), respectively. This 

modification is reasonably appropriate in a practical 

power system because the dc part of voltage and current 

are mostly near to zero in exercise even when you can 

find some distortions in their waveforms. Moreover, in 

the situation of dc injection into connection point by the 

DG in Fig. 1, it is restricted to within 0.5% of its full 

rated output according to the IEEE standard 1547. 

Therefore, it can be negligible. 

                N-1                            N-1 

THDV =   ∑VK
2/V1, THDI=      ∑  IK

2/I1 ..  (5)            

              √K=2                       K=2                    
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Sa ≈ V1 I1√ (1+THDV
2).(1+THDI

2)           (6) 

 

 ≈V1I1 √ (THDV
2)+THDI

2)+ (THDV
..THDI)

2   (7) 

From (6) to (7), it is noticed that the distortions power, D 

is relevant to the fundamental components and THDs of 

voltage and current. With the specific research, the 

suggested DPQInew is turned out to be legitimate for 

offering the information with regard to distortion power 

without its direct measurement, therefore identifying the 

comparative HPR of nonlinear loads. 

Parseval’s Theorem on THD Calculation 

  he Parseval’s theorem declares that the average 

power in a periodic signal is equal to the sum of the 

average powers in all of its harmonic components. And, 

its statistical information is given in (8). 

 

With the regards of (8), the THDs of voltage and current 

in (5) can be showed as given in (9). With the regards of 

(8), the THDs of voltage and current in (5) can be 

showed as given in (9). 

 

When there are no inter-harmonics, the of THD in (5) 

and (9) become same. Then, it is needed to explain use of 

(9) in remarkable scenario, where inter-harmonics from 

surprising disturbances are available. Therefore, the 

failures in computation due to sector modify are ignored. 

For this reason, the formula (9) can help the suggested 

index to evaluate the actual level of power quality in 

practice. 

Implementation of the DPQInew 

Derivation of the DPQI new and LCR Estimation 

 In accordance with the research given in the past 

area, the DPQInew in (2) is now based on D in (7). First of 

all, the term, 

(THDV.THDI)
2  in right-hand part of (7) can be ignored 

because its value has a smaller than the value of . 

(THDV+THDI)
2   Their rate is determined as the square 

of multiplication ratio (SMR) in (10). 

 

 

Then, the distortion power, D for the individual nonlinear 

load, n in Fig. 1 is estimated as follows. Observe that 

I1(n) and V1,pcc in (11) are fundamental  components of 

each load current, in and PCC voltage, Vpcc , 

respectively. 

  n  ≈V1PCC.I1 n √    VPCC)2+THD(in)
2… 11  

The estimated distortion power in (11) has the same form 

of Euclidean norm of THDs as the DPQInew in (2). For 

formulation of the LCR evaluation, the relation between 

the total electric current, i(t) and the load currents, i1,i2, 

……, in is made as  12  with their normalized values, 

which are denoted by the superscript, norm.  

 

 

The normalization is obtained by making each 

fundamental component of calculated currents to be 

unity in its magnitude. Where k1,k2, and kn are the 

unidentified coefficients, which offer the actual rate of 

the composition of each load current with regard to total 
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current without any computation of power. Lastly, the 

comparative HPR offered by the DPQInew symbolizes 

the original ranking for the associated D of nonlinear 

load. As described before, the RMP design is used to 

calculate the LCR. This optimization technique is a type 

of training criteria to search the weight factors for the 

nonlinear input output applying such as NN. The benefit 

of the RMP design over NNs is that it has the one-shot 

short training property.  

Reduced Multivariate Polynomial Model 

The general multivariate polynomial (MP) design 

can be indicated as: 

 

where the summary is taken over all nonnegative integers 

n1, n2, …… nl for which n1+n2+…….+nl<= r with 

being the, and x denotes the regressor vector as [x1….xl]
T 

containing inputs. K is the total number of terms in 

g(α,x . 

The general MP model in (13) can be replaced with (14) 

by using the parameter vector alpha, and the function, 

p(x), which is consisting of factors of the regressor 

vector. 

g α,x =αTp x  ……. 14  

Given m data points with m>k and using the least-

squares error minimization error purpose given by       

             m 

 S α,x =∑[yi-g α,x ]
2+b║α║2

2 

             i=1           

           =[y-pα]T[y-pα]+bαTα         …. 15  

         Where denotes the Euclidean norm, and is a 

regularization constant. 

Reducing the error purpose function (15) result in 

α= PTP+bi)-1PTy     ……….           16  

Where denotes the Jacobian matrix of 

p(x), and  , and I is the 

identity matrix. 

The approximation ability of polynomials is well known 

form the Weierstrass approximation theorem, which 

declares that every ongoing function described on an 

period can be estimated as carefully as preferred by a 

polynomial function. However, for the th-order design 

with input dimension, the number of independent flexible 

factors would develop as . Thus, the MP design would 

need a huge quantity of training data to make sure that 

the parameters are well identified. To considerably 

decrease the large numbers of conditions in the MP 

design, the RMP design (17) is regarded. 

                         R      l 

fˆRmp α,x =α0+ ∑      ∑   αkj xj
k 

                        k=1  j=1   

                     r 

                  +∑  αrl+j(x1+x2+……..+xl)
j 

                   J=1 

                     r        

                  +∑αjt.x)(x1+x2+……..+xl)
j-1 

                               J=2    

                      l,r≥2               17  

 The number of terms in this design can be 

indicated as K=1+r+l(2r-1). It is shown that the RMP 

design, in which the number of weight factors improves 

linearly, is a much more effective criteria in a complex 

polynomial system with the higher-order when compared 

to the MP design, in which the number of parameters 

increases exponentially with respect to the order of 
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polynomials. The reader should refer for a clear 

understanding of the RMP design.  

Overall procedure 

 The overall process to apply the DPQI new is 

proven in Fig. 2. There are two parts; one is to calculate 

the LCR by using the RMP design, and the other is 

basically to determine their THDs of the calculated 

current and voltage in accordance with the Parseval’s 

theorem. There is no firm remedy for choosing its 

maximum order. By several assessments, the sixth-order 

RMP design is properly chosen to calculate the LCR in 

this venture. 

Fig. 2. Overall procedure to implement the DPQI new 

 

 Meanwhile, the evaluation of nonlinear load 

harmonics, which was needed to apply the DPQI old in 

(1), is not necessary here for determining the THD of 

waveforms. Therefore, it prevents implementing another 

RMP design. This makes the execution of DPQI new 

more efficient and effective for use in practice. 

 

 

Simulation results 

 The single-phase 3 kW photovoltaic grid-

connected inverter program and its schematic circuit are 

proven in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. This system is used 

as the DG in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 4. Schematic circuit of the inverter system 

 

 It includes a dc-dc boost converter, a dc-link 

capacitor, and a dc-ac inverter. It functions with the 

maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control, which 

extract the maximum possible power from the PV array, 

and the current control for power factor correction. The 

output voltage, the Vout is certified with the THD within 

5% according to IEEE standard 1547. 

Conclusion 

This venture suggested the new distortion power quality 

index (DPQI new) to replace the formerly suggested index 

(DPQI old). 
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Fig. 5. One-line diagram of hardware set-up for data 

acquisition 

(a). Vpcc and Load Current 

 

(b). Normalized Load Current of florescent 

 

(c). Normalized Load Current of radiator 

 

(d). Normalized Load Current of computer 

 

(e). Normalized Load Current of motor 

 

(f). Estimatied Total Current I by RMP model  and 

measured current 

 

The calculation was performed in accordance with 

load compensation rate (LCR) and Euclidean norm of 

total harmonic distortion (THDs) of calculated voltage 

and current waveforms at point of common coupling 

(PCC). Moreover, use of DPQI new could prevent 

implementing another RMP design, which is needed in 

execution of DPQI old to calculate nonlinear load 

harmonics. Benefit of DPQI new allows for more efficient 

and more suitable use in practice. Extension has done by 

replacing convensional PI controller with Fuzzy logic 

controller improves performance has found in simulation 

results prove effectiveness of proposed scheme. 
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